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THE MOUTH OF WAIMEA RIVER, KAUAI, HAWAII, LOOKING WESTERLY FROM TOP OF BLUFF (AT SITE OF RUSSIAN FORT). DARK SAND IS DETRITUS FROM THE RIVER. LOWER LEFT: ABRUPT TRANSITION FROM DARK SAND TO LIGHT COLOR SAND, A LITTLE WEST OF O’OMANO POINT, KEKAHA, KAUAI, HAWAII; FROM HELICOPTER, LOOKING NORTHWESTERLY. ALL PHOTOS BY ROBERT L. WEIGEL.

CENTRAL: THE MOUTH OF WAIMEA RIVER, KAUAI, HAWAII, LOOKING WESTERLY FROM TOP OF BLUFF (AT SITE OF RUSSIAN FORT). DARK SAND IS DETRITUS FROM THE RIVER. LOWER LEFT: ABRUPT TRANSITION FROM DARK SAND TO LIGHT COLOR SAND, A LITTLE WEST OF O’OMANO POINT, KEKAHA, KAUAI, HAWAII; FROM HELICOPTER, LOOKING NORTHWESTERLY. ALL PHOTOS BY ROBERT L. WEIGEL.
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